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Preface

As I write this at the end of 2018, strong winds of change are blowing. Technological
change and, in particular, the advent of global information networks like the World
Wide Web have begun less and less to appear to be utopian tools and more to be
dystopian ones. Many of the battles to be fought for the future of human society are
starting to appear less in the realm of individual technologies or individual social
choices (whether cultural, legal, or organizational) and more to be related to the
global complex system of people, information, and technology.
As scholars and the public attempt to understand the major shifts happening in
our increasingly global, increasingly networked society, we have many tools at hand
from social science to philosophy to systems science. Many scholars and pundits
write from these perspectives on how information networks are changing democracy, civil society, journalism, social interactions, and even education.
Education has historically held a critical role in past transformations of society.
In many ways, the formal structures society uses to inculcate the young serve as a
bellwether: they reflect the hopes and fears of today’s society; they presage the society to come. Moreover, major shifts in society have in turn produced major shifts in
the assumptions, modalities, and structures of how we educate people. The
Renaissance helped produce the university, and the university helped sustain the
Renaissance. The Enlightenment helped produce many institutions that blended
knowledge building with knowledge dissemination, from research universities to
forms of public discourse. But beyond this relationship between broad change and
educational institutions, we now have a new perspective: educational research.
It is only in the last hundred years or so that we have developed a scientific literature on education and on its overlooked, but more powerful, older sibling: learning.
On the one hand, this field grew from the very limited and practical problem of
architecting schools and formal educational settings. On the other hand, learning—
one of the central phenomena of the field of education research—is not limited to
such settings. In its broadest definition, learning is the process by which individual
humans change their thinking and actions, whether to be more well-adapted to stable circumstances or to adapt to changes in their environment. Many in the academy
believe that if they are not working with children in schools, they need not concern
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themselves with what the field of education research has found. This is a deeply
unfortunate, and incorrect, assumption. The study of education and, more essentially, the study of learning have profound insights to offer those who want to understand how we replicate the society of the past and how we transform into the society
of the future.
The team that has put this book together has profited mightily from understanding this opportunity to connect research on technology, people, and information to
research on learning. Learning scientists, people who study not only how learning
happens but how to orchestrate it in all settings, have partnered with scholars from
information sciences, sociology, law, and communications to ask the big question:
how is learning changing in our increasingly networked society? The partnership
also includes technologists—computer scientists, designers, and experts in human-
computer interaction—who are best poised to understand the technical underpinnings and the possibilities associated with technological change. Together, they
inquired over a multi-year and inter- and transdisciplinary research project on learning in a networked society. This book represents not only a culmination of efforts
from an intellectually diverse team in one research center but also a dialogue of the
ideas from that center with scholars from around the world who help connect the
work to the broader themes, such as how we handle fake news, how an increasingly
global information landscape is accommodated by religious groups who may mistrust dominant global perspectives, how the law shapes the way we learn from the
information we have access to, and so on.
The field of CSCL and the book series in which this volume appears could easily
be misunderstood to be limited to some simpler, narrower topic about kids doing
classroom exercises online together. Instead, the field and this book series hew more
to this more profound combination of trying to study the science and the design of
information, people, technology, and, most of all, learning. The level of comfort
CSCL has, with not only describing and explaining the technological winds of
change and their impacts but also proactively designing the experiences people go
through in response to these changes, is an asset that can be used to help address
many of the intimidating challenges posed by today’s technology-rich global environment. If learning is adaptation and growth, what better stance to take in the face
of a rapidly evolving sociotechnical environment? Other fields do take an interventionist, agential stance with technology. Advertising and marketing attempt to
manipulate consumer behavior. Videogame design attempts to produce fun and
engagement. Management information systems attempts to produce corporate efficiency. But education attempts to produce individual growth, development, and fulfillment. As such, it represents a powerful perspective for influencing, understanding,
and, ultimately, inventing the technology-rich future we will inhabit. If these issues
and perspectives appeal to you, I recommend this volume and indeed the other volumes in the CSCL book series.
New York University

Christopher Hoadley
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